
21. FRUIT SALAD!  
Sit a group of learners (12 up to a full class is a good amount) in a circle of 
chairs or cushions, always with one fewer seat than the number of learners 
playing. Choose 6 fruit names that start with different letters (such as apple, 
banana, kiwi, orange, melon, peach). One child (or adult, just to begin) stands 
in the middle and gives each child in the circle a name of a fruit to remember 
so they are that fruit. Share the fruit names out as evenly as possible. The 
learner without the seat stands in the middle of the circle and calls out a single 
fruit, starting with the sound, like this: “a is for apple!” If it’s apple, all the 
apples have to stand up and change place, and the learner calling out has to 
join them to fi nd an empty chair/cushion to sit on. The slowest learner is left in 
the middle to call out the next fruit. The aim is not to be left in the 
middle. If the learner calls out “fruit salad!”, everyone changes place 
(organized chaos) and the slowest learner is again left in the middle
to call out again. Play for as long as it’s fun - there are no real 
winners or losers. And use any groups of words, just make sure they 
all have a different beginning letter. 

for medium to large groups

22. FEED THE LETTER EATER!
This is an extension of activity 12 (unwrap the sound) with a letter eater character 
and it’s a great weekly activity to introduce to class. Get an old sack or a big 
square pillow case or cloth bag and draw a simple face on it ideally with a hole 
where the mouth is - that’s the letter eater. Choose your target letter and write it 
on a piece of paper and pin it to the letter eater. Either have some newspaper or 
any kind of wrapping paper available. The idea is that learners wrap up 
objects in class that start with / contain / end with the target letter - you choose 
the option that suits your learner(s). They feed them to the letter eater by 
putting them in the mouth hole. Or they can bring something into class from 
home throughout the week. Choose a time for the group / learner to unwrap 
everything the letter eater has eaten, and discuss the target sound. 
This is also a great vocabulary activity for learners with English as 
a second language. If you have a bi- or multilingual group, talk 
about what the word is in other languages, and fi nd out if the 
target sound is only in one or many languages. 

for medium to large groups
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